Sumbitter:

Sheree Mackenzie

I would just like to add some extra comments that there was not room for on my submission form.
I am a firm believer in sustainable practices that improve our natural environment. I grew up in
Auckland surrounded by our native forests and birds, my Dad is a hunter who loves the bush. I
grew up listening to him talk to me about how peaceful the bush is with its bubbling streams,
earthy smells and singing birds. He still picks up handfuls of rubbish from outside his house every
morning. He is the best person to bush walk with, his appreciation for nature has always inspired
me.

I am fairly new to Ashburton, we moved here a little over a year ago and the first thing that struck
me about Ashburton was the lack of native bush and bird life. Endless rows of grassy fields and
conifer hedges, an identical landscape, no diversity.
I understand that the Ashburton district is a farming powerhouse, but I also believe that there is
such a thing as sustainable farming, and that our native environment can flourish alongside our
farms.
One such way we could achieve this is with planting initiatives. The government has already set
goals for native planting around the country, why doesn't Ashburton jump on this bandwagon?
We should start planting native trees, flaxes and grasses along our highways, rivers and streams.
Then, instead of a bare grass bank along SH1 that needs to be mowed and a weed ridden river that
needs to be sprayed, we could have flaxes, kowhai, pittosporums, manuka, kanuka, cabbage
trees, native grasses etc and create a diverse landscape that would promote our native birds,
insects and lizards to thrive.
Today I went for a bike ride along the lake hood trail alongside our river and I was overwhelmed by
the amount of weeds that have taken hold of this landscape. Where are the flaxes and natives
trees that could cover the ground and prevent these weeds from flourishing? Why hasn't the
mulch around our new pump station been planted in native species? Why is lake hood planted in
deciduous trees instead of natives? Why are the new trees planted in the CBD non-native
deciduous trees when our natives are evergreen, make less mess and provide homes and food for
our native birds.
Dairy farms should have to plant a percentage of their land into native bush in order to absorb the
excess nitrates they pump into our soil and prevent runoff into our lakes and rivers. This would
also increase our air moisture and provide some much needed shade for their animals.
It is a proven fact that trees create moisture and cool the air around them, if we had more of them
we would get more rain and there would be less need for irrigation.
It saddens me that there are no Tui in Canterbury, but I believe we could bring them back, if we
planted our highways with flowering natives, the Tui and other native bird species would have a
food source that would allow them to travel into and live in Ashburton.
We could provide every Ashburton household with a DOC trap for their garden to keep pests at
bay, like other NZ cities have done, reducing rat and stoat populations and allowing native birds
to safely reproduce.

I am also shocked by the amount of rubbish that collects along our roads, carelessly thrown from
passing cars. Picking up rubbish is great and I applaud the rubbish free Ashburton initiative, but
without education, this will keep happening.
We need a rubbish free lunchbox policy in our schools to encourage parents and children to be
smarter consumers and reduce the plastic packaging that fills our school grounds. We need to
educate the next generation about the effects of climate change on the future of our earth home
and what they can do to ensure a better future for themselves and their children.
If people do not appreciate our natural world, if they do not love it, they will not care for it. We
need a “sustainable education” program in our schools, we need to instil in our young people a
love and passion for our natural environment and landscape. We can achieve this by taking them
into the bush and showing them all there is to love about it, and then we can open their eyes to
what is happening to the world and what they can do to help.

